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les mills bodyattack is a
complete fitness program.

just like the other workouts,
it can be done at home. les

mills bodyattack offers a
variety of workouts, but it
mainly revolves around

functional training. it focuses
on eight muscle groups. the

first four workouts are
focused on cardio, while the
next four are strength and
conditioning. however, this
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workout can be done by
anyone, regardless of age or

physical fitness level. les
mills bodyattack - personal
trainer 90, combat. les mills

bodyattack 80, combat.
bodypump instructors
provide options to suit

everyone. its a good idea to
start with really light weights

or even just a bar. start
slowly with just one to two

classes a week and build up
from four or five tracks to a

full class. youll find your
fitness and strength improve
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over a number of sessions.
rpm can be done in normal
workout clothes and shoes,

so no specialized cycling
gear is required. cycling
shorts will make the ride

more comfortable but theyre
not essential. if you really

want to look the part you can
get the latest rpm gear from

reebok and les mills. step
into a bodycombat workout

and youll punch and kick
your way to fitness, burning
up to 570 calories ** along
the way. this high-energy
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martial-arts inspired workout
is totally non-contact and

there are no complex moves
to master. a les mills

instructor will challenge you
to up the intensity and

motivate you to make the
most of every round. youll
release stress, have a blast

and feel like a
champ.bodycombat is

available as either a 55, 45
or 30-minute workout. it is

also available in some clubs
as a virtual workout.
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